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e calculations.
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se tariffs.
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Lollar with the price of crude
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$32 per barrel. 4 In addition,
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underlying these values were

assumption can be found in
- I the presentation of an oil

Congress . a $4 per barrel
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a1 Record-- Senate 2779
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e oil imports.
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, the U. S. (unlike most of
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:0 be the most profitable.
d economic factors , U. 

I so that the share of
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ars despite variation in
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of doing so , i. , costs in
of sacrificed co-products,
higher prices for better
new investment in more
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two equations
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91), estimated an elasticity
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:d a higher supply elasticity
Lt with the fact that Canada
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s indicated previously, the
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de oil , accompanied by a $1
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composite) other co-product.
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to Pc is one. With this
isted above for the quantity
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ine.
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,nsequently the price of other
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E crude oil and to produce the
Ily if the price of gasoline
the derivative of the supply
ct to the price of crude oil
-this , take the derivative of
with respect to the price of
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products is
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1crease in the price of crude
'y an increase in the price of
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ItS only if a one dollar

'ity analysis which varied
Iresented in Table A-16 of
:he model' s results did not
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in the domestic price of
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the price of other refined
the derivative of crude oil
.riff on gasoline , 1. e. , the
:he derivative with respect to
the coefficient e.

the demand elasticity for
3 for this study. However

,1 for changes in the price of
:ts; that is , the empirical
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Lty estimates capture the
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ogether) . However , the crude
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Drld market. Then, upon
r crude oil equation with
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demand elasticity commonly
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. merely the resulting change
,finers. Further , in this
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y the derivative of VCQc
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the full pass- through
lttle guidance from the
,ct of a U. S. tariff on:es. One study (Gelb &hat arbitrarily that a
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troleum products; that is
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he pass- through could be
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e in this investigation of
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Lre functions only of the
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lis pass- through calculation
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This seems to be
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oil price. Presumably, it
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